
The Role of Science Fiction In Imparting Eco-Consciousness 

 

The scientific innovations and technological advancements have brought in revolutionary 

changes in the mindset and milieu of a generation. At the same time, the profit-oriented deeds of 

the society has conveniently overlooked how far all these progressive tendencies affect Mother 

Nature. Introspection towards cultivating a nature-friendly life style becomes the need of the 

hour. Here lies the actual involvement of Science Fictions in bringing about a favourable 

attitudinal change towards environmental protection. 

Science Fiction is a popular genre of literature and a nifty medium to initiate eco-

consciousness especially among young adults. A number of SF books appearing every year and 

several science fiction movies got special attention. From Mary Shelley’s “Frankenstein”, 

Aldous Huxley’s “Brave New World”, George Orwell’s “Nineteen Eighty-Four”, H.G. Well’s 

“Time Machine” and all, the long list goes on with the clearly visible post-human tendencies. 

Science fiction (abbreviated SF or sci-fi with varying punctuation and capitalization) is a 

broad genre of fiction that often involves speculations based on current or future science or 

technology. Science fiction is found in books, art, television, films, games, theatre, and other 

media. In organizational or marketing contexts, science fiction can be synonymous with the 

broader definition of speculative fiction, encompassing creative works incorporating imaginative 

elements not found in contemporary reality; this includes fantasy, horror and related genres. 

Although the two genres are often conflated as science fiction/fantasy, science fiction differs 

from fantasy in that, within the context of the story, its imaginary elements are largely possible 

within scientifically established or scientifically postulated laws of nature (though some elements 

in a story might still be pure imaginative speculation). Exploring the consequences of such 



differences is the traditional purpose of science fiction, making it a ‘literature of ideas’. Science 

fantasy is largely based on writing entertainingly and rationally about alternate possibilities in 

settings that are contrary to known reality. (From https://www.goodreads.com/genres/science-

fiction) 

Undoubtedly, science fiction also wide opens possibilities to think and do something 

about preserving nature and natural resources. Due to its popularity and the facts beneath the 

fictitious world it creates, science fiction is capable of reaching out towards a wider audience and 

to initiate active participation towards greening the earth and to minimalize hazardous pollution 

and the use of natural resources. Science fiction gives a clear picture of the futuristic world in 

which the people are affected by the consequences of the disregard for nature. It may appear as 

man-made natural calamities and makes the readers think about the impending catastrophic 

future and also initiates re-thinking and educates necessary actions to be taken in order to sustain 

nature. 

Among several other works of literature, American writer Paolo Bacigalupi’s debut novel 

“The Windup Girl” is such a science fiction with the scope of disseminating eco-consciousness. 

The novel is set in 23rd century Thailand. While the futuristic world is much prosperous with 

technological advancements and scientific progress and especially bio-technology, the world is 

affected by global warming and rise of sea-levels, depletion of natural energy sources and all. At 

the same time the mega-corporates who are making their profit out of non-ethical and profit-

oriented deeds. 

Thailand is affected by disastrous global warming and its capital is now under the threat 

of devouring floods and they used to pump out the flood water in order to sustain. Unlike other 

nations at that time, they have a supply of genetically viable seed stock which is being preserved 



under tight security and with the help of some monks by the environmental ministry. The country 

is now under a child queen and the real ruling power resets with the regent to the queen and also 

with two opposing forces within the parliament viz. the environmental ministry in support of 

preserving nature and natural energy resources and the corrupted trade ministry concerned only 

with money-motif. 

The world’s natural energy resources are now worn-out and the nations depend upon the 

mega-corporates for their energy needs. The food production based on the indigenous crops has 

long diminished from the agricultural scene and the people and the countries now depend upon 

mega-corporates for out sourcing seeds by which they can cultivate their food crops. So the 

profit goes only towards a few giants who control the market-economy. Megacorporations like 

AgriGen, PurCal and RedStar (called calorie companies) control food production through 

‘genehacked’ seeds, and use bioterrorism, private armies and economic hitmen to create markets 

for their products. Frequent catastrophes, such as deadly and widespread plagues and illness, 

caused by genetically modified crops and mutant pests, ravage entire populations. The natural 

genetic seed stock of the world’s plants has been almost completely supplanted by those that are 

genetically engineered to be sterile. Thailand is an exception. It maintains its own reserve of 

genetically viable seeds, fights off engineered plagues and other bioterrorism, and keeps its 

borders firmly closed against the calorie companies and other foreign biological imports.(From 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Windup_Girl). 

Anderson Lake who owns the AgriGen Corporation that researches for the brand new 

‘kink-spring’ which can produce gigajoules of energy without an internal combustion engine 

whose actual mission is to recognize the natural seed stock of Thailand by using Emiko, a 

genetically modified illegal Japanese girl. AgriGen is run by Hock Seng who in turn, plots to 



steal the kink-spring design. Anderson informs Emiko that there are a group of “New People” 

refuge in North Thailand 

Jaidee, was a zealous captain of the white shirts, concerning the environmental ministry’s 

wing to curb illegal imports, unauthorized energy use and to fight against the genetically 

engineered viruses. The trading community rewarded his sincerity with series of torturing 

experiences and at last murdered him. Meanwhile, there spreads an endemic new plague among 

the workers of the king-spring factory and both Hock Seng, the manager and Anderson, the 

owner of the company flees in to hiding. Kanya, the substitute of Jaidee for the Environmental 

Ministry discovers the plague and sought adequate support from their scientists at the Thai seed 

bank. But it was revealed that they are only the assistants to the AgriGen Corporation and 

Anderson as well. 

Anderson’s ever-increasing influence over the ruling power of Thailand and even 

repelled the white shirts and lowered trade barriers and given access to Thai seed bank. Emiko is 

being used as an offering to perpetuate Anderson’s motifs. The much humiliated Emiko assassins 

those impostures who degraded her. A civil war was boke put with in the country. Being 

disappointed by getting the secret behind kink-spring, Hock Seng tries to capture Emiko for 

ransom. But Anderson makes a deal with him. He gives away the patronage of AgriGen to Hock 

Seng but keeps Emiko with him. 

Those who stood for protecting nature and fight against the illegal trade relations got 

terrific end. The men in power are all the stakeholders of calorie companies now. Kanya, a spy 

and confidante of their home minister, was appointed as the new chief to the Environmental 

ministry. While she was accompanying the corporates to the Thai seed bank, as a sudden 

revolution of conscience and patriotism, executes the AgriGen team and directs the monks to 



move the seeds towards a secure location. She then, initiates another uprising and destroys their 

capital Bangkok with flood while the resident people were sent to another secure place. 

Realizing the failure to protect the capital, the home minister becomes a monk. Anderson dies of 

the plague, actually spread by him. Emiko was found out by a scientist who promises her to 

develop a new race of fertile people – “New People”, materializing her dream of living with her 

own kind of society. 

In fact, “The Windup Girl” helps the readers understand the hazardous state of affairs and 

man-made catastrophes which are ultimately fuelled by the greed of man. The entire humanity is 

being victimized under the terrorizing effects of the economic subjugation perpetuated by the 

corporates giants. The fiction also initiates the readers to do their lot in a more eco-friendly way. 
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